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Abstrat
We propose a method for lling arbitrarily wide gaps in deterministi time series. Cruial to the
method is the ability to apply Takens' theorem in order to reonstrut the dynamis underlying
the time series. We introdue a funtional to evaluate how ompatible is a lling sequene of data
with the reonstruted dynamis. An algorithm for minimizing the funtional with a reasonable
omputational eort is then disussed.
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One problem faed by many pratitioners in the applied sienes is the pres-
ene of gaps (i.e. sequenes of missing data) in observed time series, whih
makes hard or impossible any analysis. The problem is routinely solved by in-
terpolation if the gap width is very short, but it beomes a formidable one if
the gap width is larger than some time sale haraterizing the preditability of
the time series.
If the physial system under study is desribed by a small set of oupled
ordinary dierential equations, then a theorem by Takens [1, 2℄ suggests that
from a single time series is possible to build-up a mathematial model whose dy-
namis is dieomorph to that of the system under examination. In this paper we
leverage the dynami reonstrution theorem of Takens for lling an arbitrarily
wide gap in a time series.
It is important to stress that the goal of the method is not that of reovering a
good approximation to the lost data. Sensitive dependene on initial onditions,
and imperfetions of the reonstruted dynamis, make this goal a pratial
impossibility, exept for some speial ases, suh as small gap width, or periodi
dynamis. We rather aim at giving one or more surrogate data whih an be
onsidered ompatible with the observed dynamis, in a sense whih will be
made rigorous in the following.
I. INTRODUCTION
We shall assume that an observable quantity s is a funtion of the state of a ontinuous-
time, low-dimensional dynamial system, whose time evolution is onned on a strange
attrator (that is, we expliitly disard transient behavior). Both the expliit form of the
equations governing the dynamial system and the funtion whih links its state to the signal
s(t) may be unknown. We also assume that an instrument samples s(t) at regular intervals
of length ∆t, yelding an ordered set of N¯ data
si = s ((i− 1)∆t) , i = 1, . . . , N¯ . (1)
If, for any ause, the instrument is unable to reord the value of s for a number of times,
there will be some invalid entries in the time series {si}, for some values of the index i.
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From the time series {si} we reonstrut the underlying dynamis with the tehnique
of delay oordinates. That is, we shall invoke Takens' theorem [1, 2℄ and laim that the
m-dimensional vetors
xi =
(
si, si+τ , . . . , si+(m−1)τ
)
lie on a urve in R
m
whih is dieomorph to the urve followed in its (unknown) phase spae
by the state of the dynamial system whih orginated the signal s(t). Here τ is a positive
integer, and i now runs only up to N = N¯ − (m − 1)τ . Severals pitfalls have to be taken
into aount in order to hoose the most appropriate values for m and τ . Strong onstraints
also ome from the length of the time series, ompared to the harateristi time sales of
the dynamial system, and from the amount of instrumental noise whih aets the data.
We shall not review these issues here, but address the reader to referenes [3, 4, 5℄.
We note that gaps (that is, invalid entries) in the time series {si} do not prevent a
suessful reonstrution of a set R = {xi} of state vetors, unless the total width of the
gaps is omparable with N¯ . We simply mark as missing any reonstruted vetor xi whose
omponents are not all valid entries.
If the valid vetors of R sample well enough the underlying strange attrator embedded
in R
m
, one may hope to nd, by means of a suitable interpolation tehnique, a vetor eld
F : U → Rm , suh that within an open set U of Rm ontaining all the vetors xi, the
observed dynamis an be approximated by
x˙ = F(x). (2)
This very idea is at the base of several foreasting shemes, where one takes the last observed
vetor xN as the initial ondition for equation (2), and integrates it forward in time (see
e.g., [7, 8℄).
The gap-lling problem was framed in terms of foreasts by Serre et. al. [9℄. Their
method, whih amounts to a speial form of the shooting algorithm for boundary value
problems, is limited by the preditability properties of the dynamis, and annot ll gaps of
arbitrary width.
The rest of this note is organized as follows: in setion II we ast the problem as a
variational one, where a funtional measures how well a andidate lling trajetory agrees
with the vetor eld dening the observed dynamis. Then an algorithm is proposed for
nding a lling trajetory. In setion III we give an example of what an be obtained with
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this method. Finally, we disuss the algorithm and oer some speulations on future works
in se. IV.
II. A VARIATIONAL APPROACH
The soure of all diulties of gap-lling omes from the following onstraint: the inter-
polating urve, whih shall be as lose as possible to a solution of (2), must start at the last
valid vetor before the gap and reah the rst valid vetor after the gap in a time T whih
is presribed.
To properly satisfy this onstraint, we propose to frame the problem of lling gaps as
a variational one. We are looking for a dierentiable vetor funtion ξ : [0, T ] → U whih
minimizes the ontinuous funtional
J(ξ) =
∫ T
0
∥∥∥ξ˙(t)− F (ξ(t))∥∥∥2 dt, (3)
with
ξ(0) = xp; ξ(T ) = xq.
Dening l = q− p, we have T = l∆t. If the urve ξ(t) oinided with the missing urve x(t)
for t ∈ [0, T ], and F where a perfet reonstrution of the vetor eld governing the dynamis
of the system, then the funtional would reah its absolute minimum J = 0. The imperfet
nature of F suggests that any urve whih makes J small enough an be onsidered, on the
basis of the available information, a surrogate of the true (missing) urve. In setion III
we shall oer a simple riterion to quantify how small is small enough. For the moment
we only are to remark that, even for a perfet reonstrution of the vetor eld, a urve ξ
making J abitrarily small, but not zero, need not to approximate x(t), in fat, the two urves
may be quite dierent; however, suh a urve ξ is onsistent with the dynamis presribed
by (2).
Most methods for minimizing funtionals fous on approahing as quikly as possible the
loal minimum losest to an initial guess. Beause we may ondently assume that J has
many relative minima far away from zero, we expet that these algorithms will fall on one
of these uninteresting minima for most hoies of the initial guess. Thus, our problem really
redues to that of nding a suitable initial guess.
The omplexity of the problem is greatly limited if we require that the set L = {yj},
whose l+1 elements sample the initial guess, has to be a subset of the set R of reonstruted
vetors. The index j = 0, 1, . . . , l does not neessarily follow the temporal order dened in
R by the index i (fr. eq. (1)), but we require that y0 ≡ xp and yl = xq. We shall denote
with S(yj) the suessor of the vetor yj with respet to the temporal order in R, and with
P (yj) its predeessor. We propose that a good hoie for the set L is one whih makes as
small as possible the following disretized form of the funtional J :
J0 ({yj}) =
l−1∑
j=1
|yj+1 − yj−1 − S(yj) + P (yj)|
2 . (4)
Of ourse, we shall restrit our hoie of vetors to be inluded in L only to valid vetors of
R having valid predeessor and suessor. J0 ould be zero if and only if L ointained all
the missing vetors in the orret order: L = {xp,xp+1, . . . ,xq}. The value of J0 inreases
every time that the order aording to the j-index is dierent from the natural temporal
order, that is, every time that S(yj) 6= yj+1 or P (yj) 6= yj−1. If this happens we say that
there is a jump in L between, respetively, the position j and j + 1, or j and j − 1.
Although a set L whih performs many very small jumps may oneivably attain a very
low value of J0, there is an exeedingly small probability to nd it within a nite dataset. An
intuitive demonstration of this statement omes from the histogram in gure 1, whih shows
the distribution of distanies between eah reonstruted vetor and its losest neighbor for
the dataset disussed in setion III: as expeted the frequeny of losest neighbors quikly
drops to zero for short distanies. Then our strategy will be that of looking for a set L whih
performs as few jumps as possible.
Let us all orbit any sequene of valid vetors whih does not jump. The rst vetor of
an orbit shall have a valid predeessor, and the last a valid suessor. Thus we dene the
predeessor of the orbit as the predeessor of its rst vetor and likewise the suessor of the
orbit as the suessor of its last vetor. We say that an orbit is onseutive to a point if its
suessor or its predeessor is the losest neighbor of the point. Two orbits are onseutive
if the suessor of one orbit is the losest neighbor of the rst vetor of the other orbit, or
if the predeessor of one orbit is the losest neighbor of the last vetor of the other orbit.
Let us all branh a set made of onseutive orbits. Below we desribe a simple algorithm
to onstrut a set L by joining together one or more onseutive orbits.
1. We follow forward in time the orbit onseutive to xp for l steps, or until it has a valid
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suessor. We store away the set of points made of xp followed by the points of this
orbit as the 1-jump forward branh.
2. For eah point yj of eah (n− 1)-jumps forward branh (where j = r, 2r, . . . ≤ lf , r is
an arbitrary stride, lf + 1 is the number of points in the forward branh, and lf ≤ l,),
we follow forward in time the orbit onseutive to yj for l − j steps, or until it has a
valid suessor. We store away all the points up to yj of the urrent forward branh
followed by the points of the onseutive orbit as one of the n-jumps forward branhes.
3. We repeat step 2 for a xed number nf of times.
4. We follow bakward in time the orbit onseutive to xq for l steps, or until it has a
valid predeessor. We store away the points of the onseutive orbit followed by xq as
the 1-jump bakward branh.
5. For eah point zj of eah (n − 1)-jumps bakward branh (where j = r, 2r, . . . ≤ lb,
r is an arbitrary stride, lb + 1 is the number of points in the bakward branh, and
lb ≤ l), we follow bakward in time the orbit onseutive to zj for j steps, or until
it has a valid predeessor. We store away all the points of this orbit followed by all
the points from zj to the end of the urrent bakward branh as one of the n-jumps
bakward branhes.
6. We repeat step 5 a xed number nb of times.
7. For all possible pairs made by one forward branh and one bakward branh we ex-
amine synhronous pairs of points, that is a point yjf in the forward branh, and a
point zjb in the bakward branh suh that jf + lb− jb = l, where lb +1 is the number
of points in the bakward branh. If they oinide, or one is the losest neighbour of
the other, then we dene L = {y0, . . . ,yjf , zjb+1, . . . , zlb+1}.
The presene of jumps in L makes it unsuitable as a lling set for the gap. Furthermore,
the disretized form (4) of the funtional (3) is meaningful only if its arguments {yj} are a
subset of the set of reonstruted vetors R. Then we need a dierent disretization of (3)
whih allows as argument any point of U . The simplest among many possibilities relies on
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nite dierenes, leading to the following expression
J1 ({wj}) =
l∑
j=1
[
wj −wj−1
∆t
− F(wj−1/2)
]2
(5)
where the vetors wj may or may not belong to R, and j = 0, 1, . . . , l. Here F(wj−1/2) is the
vetor eld F evaluated at the midpoint between wj−1 and wj. J1 is a funtion of m(l− 1)
real variables (w0 = wp and wl+1 = wq shall be kept xed), whih an be minimized with
standard tehniques, using L as the initial guess.
III. AN EXAMPLE
In this setion we show how the algorithm desribed above performs on a time series
generated by a haoti attrator. We numerially integrate the Lorenz equations [10℄ with
the usual parameters (σ = 10, r = 28, b = 8/3). We sample the x−variable of the equations
with an interval∆t = 0.02, olleting 5000 onseutive data points whih are our time series.
One thousand onseutive data points are then marked as not-valid, thus inserting in the
time series a gap with a width of 1/5th of the series length, orresponding to a time T = 20.
For this hoie of parameters the Lorenz attrator has a positive Lyapunov exponent λ ≈ 0.9
[6℄, setting the Lyapunov time sale at λ−1 ≈ 1.1. We also nd that the autoorrelation
funtion of the time series drops to negligible values in about 3 time units. We onlude
that T is well beyond any realisti preditability time for this time series.
In the present example we seleted the embedding delay τ = 5 simply by visual inspetion
of the reonstruted trajetory, and we hoose an embedding dimension m = 3. However,
we heked that results are just as satisfatory up to (at least) embedding delay τ = 15, and
embedding dimension m = 6.
We apply the algorithm with nf = 2 and nb = 0. The strides are r = 1 for the 2-jumps
forward orbits and r = 100 for the 3-jumps forward orbits. This leads to 11001 forward
orbits to be ompared with 1 bakward orbit, looking for synhronous pairs points whih
are neighbour of eah other. We nd two suh pair of points, and the orresponding two
initial guesses L1 and L2 are suh that J0(L1) = 1.21 and J0(L2) = 1.04.
The approximating vetor eld F is extremely simple, and its hoie is ditated solely by
ease of implementation. A omparison between dierent interpolating tehniques is o the
sope of this paper, and the interested reader may nd further information in [7℄. If x¯j and
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x¯j are the vetors of R, respetively, losest and seond losest to wj, then we dene
F(wj−1/2) =
x¯j − P (x¯j) + x¯j − P (x¯j)
2∆t
. (6)
Using the denition (6) in (5), we obtain J1(L1) = 3.46 and J1(L2) = 3.17. In order to
smooth-out the jumps in the lling sets, the funtion J1 is further dereased by iterating ve
times a steepest-desent line minimization (see, e.g., [11℄) using L1 and L2 as initial guesses.
This proedure yelds two sets of l + 1 points, M1 and M2 suh that J1(M1) = 1.54, and
J1(M2) = 1.34. The orresponding time series are shown in gure 2. The dierene between
the smoothed setsM1 andM2 plotted in gure 2 and the sets with jumps L1 and L2 would
be barely notieable on the sale of the plot.
The eet of the smoothing may be appreiated by looking at gure 3 whih shows the
region aross the jump between two onseutive orbits of L1. The non-smoothed lling set
(dashed line) abruptly jumps from one orbit to the other, but the smoothed trajetory (thik
solid line) singled out by the points of M1 gently moves between them.
No attempt has been made to approah as losely as possible the loal minimum of J1.
In fat, we veried that for orbits in R having the same length as the interpolating setsM1
and M2, J1 ranges (roughly) between 1 and 9. This is a measure of the auray with wih
the eld F approximates the true dynamis of the observed system, and there is no point in
looking for an interpolating set having a value of J1 below this range.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
In this note we have desribed an algorithm whih lls an arbitrarily wide gap in a time
series, provided that the dynami reonstrution method of Takens is appliable. The goal
is to provide a lling signal whih is onsistent with the observed dynamis, in the sense
that, in the reonstruted phase spae, the vetor tangent to the lling urve should be lose
to the vetor eld modeling the observed dynamis. This request is ast as a variational
problem, dened by the funtional (3). The aeptable degree of loseness is determined by
the level of auray of the reonstrution, whih we quantify by omputing the disretized
form (5) of the funtional for orbits having the same length of the gap.
Obviously, if the time series has more than one gap, our method an be applied to all the
gaps, indipendently from eah other.
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A seond novel idea, that greatly simplyes the problem, is that of building a rough
solution by stithing together piees of the observed dataset. The atual solution, whih will
not be an exat opy of anything present in the observed dataset, is obtained by rening
this rst draft. We have illustrated a basi algorithm that embodies this idea, although
no attempt has been made at making it omputationally optimal. In partiular, with the
algorithm in its present form, many of the forward and bakward branhes will be partial
opies of eah other, beause nothing forbids two distint branhes to jump on the same
orbit. This leaves some room for improvement, beause the eetiveness of the method
relies on a substantial amount of the set R of reonstruted vetors to be explored by a
relatively limited number of branhes. In a forthoming, enhaned version of the algorithm
some kind of tagging mehanism shall be inorporated in order to produe non-overlapping
hierarhies of forward and bakward branhes.
We observe that this algorithm does not give a guarantee of suess: it is perfetly
possible that no point of the forward branhes is the losest neighbor of (or oinides with)
a synhronous point of the bakward branhes. In this ase the obvious attempt is to
deepen the hierarhy of the branhes, as muh as it is omputationally feasible. Or, one
may relax the request that branhes may jump only between losest neighbors, and aept
jumps between seond or third neighbors as well. As a last resort, one may stith any pair of
forward and bakward branhes at their losest synhronous points, hoping that the resulting
jump ould later be smoothed satisfatorily by minimizing the funtion (5). However, when
faing a failure of the algorithm, we believe that rst should be questioned the goodness
and appropriateness of the dynami reonstrution. The presene of too many gaps, the
shortness of the time series, or measurement inauraies may make the gap-lling problem
an insoluble one. We speulate that the ability of lling gaps with relative ease is a a way
to test the goodness of a dynami reonstrution.
The ease with whih a gap may be lled, as a funtion of his width, is a problem deserving
further work. For the moment we simply reall that if a set of initial onditions of non-zero
measure is evolved in time aording to (2), eventually we expet it to spread everywhere
on the attrator (here the measure is the physial measure µ of the attrator fr. ref. [12℄).
More rigorously, if φt is the ow assoiated to (2), and if it is a mixing transformation,
then, for any pair of sets A, B of non-zero measure, limt→∞ µ(φtA ∩ B) = µ(A)µ(B). The
dispersion of a set of initial onditions is further disussed in [13℄, where, for example, it is
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shown that the essential diameter of a set of initial onditions annot derease in time, after
an initial transient of nite length.
This leads to the idea that wide gaps should be easier to ll than not-so-wide ones,
beause forward and bakward branhes have explored larger portions of the attrator, and
so there is a greater hane to nd synhronous points where they an be joined together.
As a rst step toward the veriation of this hypotesis, we omputed the average minimum
distane between synhronous points of the 1-jump forward and bakward branh as the
gap moves along the dataset, for several gap widths. We used the dataset disussed in se.
III and a ten times longer extension of it. The results, plotted in gure 4, show that the
average separation of the branhes initially inreases as the gap widens, but then it reahes
a well-dened maximum and, from there on, dereases as the gap width is further inreased.
We lose by mentioning that the dynami reonstrution tehnique has been suessfully
applied even to stationary stohasti time series, to generate surrogate data with the same
statistis of the observed ones [14℄. This fat, and the hypothesis that ergodiity (or the
stronger requirement of being mixing), rather than determinism, is the ruial property that
allows for lling gaps, suggest that some modied version of our method should be able to
ll gaps in a large lass of stohasti time series.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 Distibution of the distanes between eah reonstruted vetor and its losest
neighbor for the dataset disussed in se. III.
Figure 2 Panel A) shows portion of the time series disussed in se. III. The blakened
line was removed and the resulting gap was lled by applying the algorithm desribed in
setion II. The blakened lines in panels B) and C) are two dierent llings.
Figure 3 Plot of the rst two omponents of the reonstruted vetors of: M1 (thik solid
line with rosses); L1 (thik dashed line with asterisks); one orbit of L1 and its suessors
(thin line with open irles); the orbit onseutive to it and its predeessors (thin line with
open squares). To illustrate the smoothing eet of minimizing funtional (5), we only plot
a very small portion of these sets in the viinity of the jump between the onseutive orbits.
Figure 4 Average minimum distane of sinhronous points in the 1-jump forward and
bakward branh as a funtion of gap width. The dashed line refers to the dataset disussed
in se. III, the solid line refers to a ten times longer extension of that dataset. The vertial
line marks the Lyapunov time λ−1 ≈ 1.1.
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Figure 1: Distibution of the distanes between eah reonstruted vetor and its losest neighbor
for the dataset disussed in se. III.
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Figure 2: Panel A) shows portion of the time series disussed in se. III. The blakened line was
removed and the resulting gap was lled by applying the algorithm desribed in setion II. The
blakened lines in panels B) and C) are two dierent llings.
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Figure 3: Plot of the rst two omponents of the reonstruted vetors of: M1 (thik solid line
with rosses); L1 (thik dashed line with asterisks); one orbit of L1 and its suessors (thin line
with open irles); the orbit onseutive to it and its predeessors (thin line with open squares).
To illustrate the smoothing eet of minimizing funtional (5), we only plot a very small portion
of these sets in the viinity of the jump between the onseutive orbits.
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Figure 4: Average minimum distane of sinhronous points in the 1-jump forward and bakward
branh as a funtion of gap width. The dashed line refers to the dataset disussed in se. III,
the solid line refers to a ten times longer extension of that dataset. The vertial line marks the
Lyapunov time λ
−1 ≈ 1.1.
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